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Making a Productive Use of Failure to Generate
Witnesses for Coinduction from Divergent Proof
Attempts 
L. A. Dennis  A. Bundy I. Green
Division of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, 80 South Bridge, Edinburgh
E-mail: louised@dcs.gla.ac.uk
Coinduction is a proof rule. It is the dual of induction. It allows reasoning about
non{well{founded structures such as lazy lists or streams and is of particular use for
reasoning about equivalences. A central diculty in the automation of coinductive
proof is the choice of a relation (called a bisimulation).
We present an automation of coinductive theorem proving. This automation is
based on the idea of proof planning [7]. Proof planning constructs the higher level
steps in a proof, using knowledge of the general structure of a family of proofs and
exploiting this knowledge to control the proof search. Part of proof planning involves
the use of failure information to modify the plan by the use of a proof critic [21]
which exploits the information gained from the failed proof attempt.
Our approach to the problem was to develop a strategy that makes an initial
simple guess at a bisimulation and then uses generalisation techniques, motivated
by a critic, to rene this guess, so that a larger class of coinductive problems can be
automatically veried.
The implementation of this strategy has focused on the use of coinduction to prove
the equivalence of programs in a small lazy functional language which is similar to
Haskell [20].
We have developed a proof plan for coinduction and a critic associated with
this proof plan. These have been implemented in CoCLAM , an extended version of
CLAM [9] with encouraging results. The planner has been successfully tested on a
number of theorems.
1. Introduction
Proof planning is a technique for automating proof. It exploits similarities
across a family of proofs to provide guidance heuristics. Among these heuristics
are various techniques for formulating existential witnesses. The provision of a
witness relation, is a fundamental step in the process of proof by coinduction.
 Research funded by EPSRC grant GRnLn11724 and EPSRC postgraduate studentship
94314689. First author now at University of Glasgow
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2 Witnesses for Coinduction
These techniques are based on middle{out reasoning (delaying the choice of wit-
ness for as long as possible by using meta{variables and higher order unication)
and proof critics (exploiting information from failed proof attempts to modify
witnesses).
Coinduction is the dual of induction and is used to deal naturally with
innite processes. It was rst investigated seriously in the eld of concurrency [23]
where looping communication networks are commonplace. It is also used in so{
called \lazy" functional languages where the evaluation procedure only evaluates
functions when they are required and may not fully evaluate1 them. In this
way a potentially innite process may be present in a program without forcing
the entire program to be non{terminating. The semantics of lazy languages
are generally expressed in an operational style. This work concentrates on the
use of coinduction with the operational semantics of a lazy functional language.
Coinduction has also been proposed for use with object{oriented languages [18],
cryptographic protocols [1] and the calculus of mobile ambients[19].
Tools have been provided for coinduction in several theorem proving en-
vironments. One of these, the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench[12], is fully
automated. This deals with problems described in Process Algebras. In other
areas, such as functional languages, automation has not been attempted. The
choice of the bisimulation needed by a proof is equivalent to the choice of induc-
tion scheme in inductive proofs ([15]). Like the choice of induction scheme, the
choice of bisimulation is a hard step in coinductive proof.
This work presents an automation of coinductive proof based on proof plan-
ning as a system, CoCLAM . The general structure of coinductive proof is in-
formally analysed. This allows techniques for the provision of bisimulations (ex-
istential witnesses) to be developed. CoCLAM has been tested on a number of
theorems with encouraging results.
2. Theoretical Background on Coinduction
The approach to modelling innite processes is based on the theory of xed-
points. The study of xedpoints grew up out of Tarksi’s work [28].
Denition 1. (Fixedpoint) A xedpoint of a function F is an element, D, of its
domain such that
F(D) = D
1 This assertion is not completely accurate since lazy languages use a dierent notion of a value
from strict languages. \Fully evaluate" is used here as it is used in strict languages.
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Denition 2. (Monotone) A function, f , on sets is monotone i
8A;B: A  B ) f(A)  f(B)2
Tarski showed that a monotone function has a lattice of xedpoints which
has a greatest and a least element. The least xedpoint is associated with the
induction rule, the greatest xedpoint with the coinduction rule.
2.1. Least Fixed Points and Induction
The least xedpoint is dened as [24]
lfp(F) =
\
fA j F(A)  Ag (1)
Induction acts as an elimination rule for least xedpoints. Inductive domains
(e.g. the natural numbers) can be regarded as the least xedpoints of monotone
functions. A general form of the induction rule is
F(A)  A
lfp(F)  A (2)
2.2. Greatest Fixed Points and Coinduction
The greatest xedpoint is dened as [24]
gfp(F) =
[
fA j A  F(A)g (3)
Coinduction acts as an elimination rule for greatest xedpoints. Coinductive
domains are the greatest xedpoints of monotone functions. The general coin-
duction rule is
A  F(A)
A  gfp(F) (4)
A more usual form is [24]
a 2 A A  F(A)
a 2 gfp(F) (5)
2.3. Coinduction Specic to Functional Languages
Operational semantics describe how programs in some language execute on
some abstract machine. The operational semantics of lazy functional languages
are based on Abramsky’s work [2] and use his notion of applicative bisimulation
to build up an equational theory.
In Abramsky’s lazy {calculus the \meaning" of a term is its weak head
normal form (WHNF). WHNFs are often referred to as values and this convention
1 We use ) to indicate implication.
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is adopted here. The calculus also contains two relations, big step evaluation
and small step reduction. Big step evaluation, +, relates expressions to values.
Small step reduction3, red , represents the individual steps taken in reducing an
expression to a value. red is stated in the semantics of the language and, in the
case of functional languages will include {reduction, ((x:e)b red e[b=x]), and
rules governing the reduction of subterms. Evaluation and reduction are related
as follows (where red  is the reflexive transitive closure of red ):
a
red def= 9b:(a red b) (6)
a + b def= a red  b ^ :(b red ) (7)
a + def= 9v:(a + v) (8)
a * def= 8b:a red  b) b red (9)
The last component of operational semantics is a labelled transition system.
In its most basic form a labelled transition system is a binary relation on terms
or processes indexed by a set of labels. Within the semantics of lazy languages,
labels are type destructors, and the right hand side of the relation is the result
of applying that type destructor to the left hand side. Often the labels (or tran-
sitions) are considered to be things that can be \observed" about the execution
of the program.
Observational equivalence is built up as an order using [−], a function on
relations. [−] doesn’t guarantee that all transitions from the second member of
a pair can be matched by transitions from the rst. This required symmetry is
obtained by intersecting with various complements Sop, where aSopb i bSa, to
form a second function h−i. Denitions follow:
def= fha; bij8:a ! a0 ) 9b0:b ! b0 ^ a0Sb0g (S)
hSi def= [S] \ [Sop]op (11)
The greatest xedpoint of h−i is written . Two objects, a and b, in a
labelled transition system are said to be bisimilar i a  b. This means that any
transition on one expression can be matched by a transition on the other and the
resulting expressions are also bisimilar.
Theorem 3. [17]  is an equivalence relation.
Denition 4. (Bisimulation) A bisimulation is a relation, R, such that R  hRi
3 red indicates a reduction order. We use  to indicate general rewriting.
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Theorem 5. [17] R is a bisimulation i R  hR[ i.
This means that R is a bisimulation if
R  fha; bij 8:(9a0:a ! a0)) (9b0:b ! b0 ^ (a0Rb0 _ a0  b0))^
8:(9b0:b ! b0)) (9a0:a ! a0 ^ (a0Rb0 _ a0  b0))g
Theorem 5 is useful since it allows known properties of , most notably its
reflexivity, to be exploited during the course of a coinductive proof.
The coinduction rule for  (based on (5) and taking theorem 5 into account)
is:
ha; bi 2 R R  hR[ i
a  b (12)
this is the standard coinduction rule for a lazy functional language.
3. An Example of Coinduction
We are not going to provide the full semantics for a lazy functional language
here (full details can be found in [15]). The important facts are that the following
proof takes place in a language with a lazy list type in which nil and H :: T are
values. We assume that the language permits terms to be reduced if a subterm
reduces. We also assume that the following rules express the only transitions that
act on expressions of list type.
nil
nil! ?
a :: b hd! a a :: b tl! b
a + b b ! c
a
! c
The following is an example of a coinductive proof in such a language:
Example 6. Consider the theorem:
8f; x: h(f; x)  iter(f; x) (13)
together with the following reduction rules (derived from the function deni-
tions)4
4 We use capitals throughout this paper to indicate universally quantied variables.
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( red + indicates at least one use of reduction)
h(F;X) red + X :: map(F; h(F;X)) (14)
map(F; nil) red + nil (15)
map(F;H :: T ) red + F (H) :: map(F; T ) (16)
iter(F;X) red + X :: iter(F;F (X)) (17)
Proof. The process of proof will be divided into stages to help facilitate later
analysis.
3.1. Application of the Coinduction Rule
Recall the coinduction rule for labelled transition systems:
ha; bi 2 R R  hR[ i
a  b (18)
To show that h(F;X)  iter(F;X) we need to introduce some R such that
hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R and R  hR[ i. As commented in the x1, this step
is one of the barriers to full automation of coinductive proof.
For this proof we dene the relation R as
R def= fh(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))ig (19)
Where (  )N obeys the following reduction rules:
F 0(X) red + X (20)
F s(N)(X) red + F (FN (X)) (21)
FN (F (X)) red F (FN (X)) (22)
(map(F ))N (H :: T ) red FN (H) :: (map(F ))N (T ) (23)
The rst premise of (18) applied to (13) gives the subgoal
hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R (24)
We know that h(map(F ))0(h(F;X)); iter(F;F 0(X))i 2 R by the denition of R.
What is more
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(map(F ))0(h(F;X)) red + h(F;X) (25)
iter(F;F 0(X)) red + iter(F;X) (26)
Hence hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R. This discharges the rst premise of (18).
The second premise of (18) is R  hR[ i.
3.2. Dealing with R  hR[ i
In order to show that R  hR[ i we will use a derived inference rule, (27),
the proof of which can be found in appendix A.
In order to discharge the subgoal R  hR[ i, it is necessary to express how
the function h−i relates R to transitions on its members. The central concept
of a coinductive proof is to show that the results of transitions on members of a
relation (or some function(s) applied to members of a relation if using coinduction
outside of labelled transition systems) are also members of that relation. The
inference rule shown is one way of getting formally from the subgoal R  hR[ i
to something that explicitly expresses this concept. We make no claims that this
is the only or the best way to reach such an expression, or even that the need for
explicitly stating this requirement is always necessary.
In essence (27) converts the subset expression into an implication based on
the denition of h−i stating that the result of matching transitions from a related
pair of expressions is also a related pair of expressions.
8R:81  i  n:Vni=1hai; bii 2 R )
(8:9a0i; b0i: ((ai ! a0i _ bi ! b0i))
((ai
! a0i ^ bi ! b0i)^
ha0i; b0ii 2 R[ )))Sn
i=1hai; bii  h
Sn
i=1hai; bii[ i
(27)
Using (27) we get the following subgoal:
8R:h(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
8:9; : ((map(F 0))N 0(h(F 0;X 0)) !  _ iter(F 0; F 0N 0(X 0)) !  ))
((map(F 0))N 0(h(F 0;X 0)) !  ^ iter(F 0; F 0N 0(X 0)) !  ^
h;  i 2 R[ )
(28)
3.3. Reducing the Expressions to Weak Head Normal Form
We want to check all the possible transitions, , from (map(F 0))N 0(h(F 0;X 0))
and iter(F 0; F 0N 0(X 0)). We cannot do this immediately because the expressions
are not values and transitions only explicitly apply to values. So our rst task is
to evaluate these terms.
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(map(F 0))N
0
(h(F 0;X0)) + F 0N0(X0) :: (map(F 0))N0(map(F 0; h(F 0;X0))) (29)
iter(F 0; F 0N
0
(X0)) + F 0N0(X0) :: iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N0(X0))) (30)
In this case reduction using rules (14), (23), (17) leads directly to values,
however it should be noted that sometimes, due to the presence of free variables
in the expressions, reduction leads to irreducible terms that are not values. In
this case more work (i.e. casesplitting of free variables) has to be done to discover
the possible values of the expression. Induction is not appropriate here since the
process undertaken is one of search to determine the WHNF, rather than a proof
that something is the WHNF. It might be possible to use induction together
with middle-out reasoning [10] but this seems an overly complex approach when
a process of reduction and casesplitting will suce.
3.4. Taking Transitions
Applying the evaluations in (29) and (30) to (28) allows us to determine the
results of the transitions by inspection of the transition rules for the language.
The possible transitions are hd and tl which can be applied to the expressions
obtained in (29) and (30) as follows:
F 0N
0
(X 0) :: (map(F 0))N
0
(map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))) hd! F 0N 0(X 0)
F 0N
0
(X 0) :: iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N
0
(X 0))) hd! F 0N 0(X 0)
F 0N
0
(X0) :: map(F 0)N
0
(map(F 0; h(F 0;X0)))
tl!map(F 0)N0(map(F 0; h(F 0; X0)))
F 0N
0
(X0) :: iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N
0
(X0)))
tl! iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N0(X0)))
Since there are two possible transitions there are two subgoals resulting from
this step. The rst is obtained by substituting the results of the head transitions
into (28) followed by tidying up any conjuncts and disjuncts that have become
trivially true. This leaves the goal:
8R: h(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
hF 0N 0(X 0); F 0N 0(X 0)i 2 R[  (31)
A similar process using the tail transitions, leaves the goal:
8R: hmap(F )N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
hmap(F 0)N 0(map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))); iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N 0(X 0)))i 2 R (32)
3.5. Rewriting, Reflexivity and Fertilization
(31) is true by the reflexivity of .
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Some general rewriting is needed to prove (32), in some cases such rewrit-
ing is also needed for the goal resulting from head transitions. The rules
F (FN (X)) F s(N)(X) and FN (F (X))  F (FN (X)) rewrite the goal to
8R: h(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
h(map(F 0))s(N 0)(h(F 0;X 0)); iter(F 0; F 0s(N 0)(X 0)))i 2 R
We can then appeal to the hypothesis to nish the proof since N is universally
quantied. This process is called fertilization.
4. Proof Planning
Proof plans were rst proposed by Bundy [7] and have been successfully
applied to inductive theorem proving and other domains. Proof plans have two
basic components, proof methods and proof tactics. Tactics are algorithms for
constructing combinations of low-level inference rule applications. Methods char-
acterise the tactics by specifying the preconditions and outputs of their applica-
tion. The idea is to make a plan of the tactics needed to conduct a given proof in
advance of applying those tactics. A completed proof plan is executed by execut-
ing the tactic part of the plan in a tactic based theorem prover which provides
a formal verication of the theorem. The object is to separate proof discovery
from proof checking.
Proof planning has been implemented in CLAM [9] and Ωmega [5]. The
discussion here is based on the implementation in CLAM although it is intended
to be general.
Coinductive proof discovery, especially the discovery of an appropriate
bisimulation, is a signicant task. This makes proof planning an attractive option
in any attempt to automate or provide proof tools to support coinduction.
4.1. Proof Methods
Proof methods are often described as partial specications of proof tactics.
They consist of a number of slots:
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Inputs A pattern which must match with the current
goal.
Preconditions Conditions which must hold for the method to
apply stated in some meta{logic.
Outputs Subgoals Generated by the method, a list of
meta{level sequents.
Eects Post{conditions of the method’s application
stated in some meta{logic.
Tactic The name of the tactic that constructs the
piece of object{level proof corresponding to
the method.
The last slot, the tactic slot, depends upon the object level theorem prover
to which the plans are to be passed. The work reported here hasn’t been linked
to an object level prover so the tactic slot is omitted in the rest of the discussion.
In practice the Eects slot was not used by the methods described here and so
has also been omitted.
A sequence of expected method applications forms a proof strategy for a
given type of proof, for instance the proof strategy for induction involves splitting
the goal using the Induction method into a base case and a step case. These goals
are in turn solved by simplication methods or further induction for the base case
and rippling (a rewriting method) followed by fertilization for the step case. This
sequence of methods forms a proof strategy for induction.
4.2. Proof Critics
A proof strategy provides a guide to which proof methods should be chosen
at any given stage of the proof. Knowing which method is expected to apply
gives additional information should the system generating the plan fail to apply
it. Since heuristics are employed in the generation of proof plans it is possible for
a proof planning system to fail to nd a plan even when one exists. To this end
proof critics [21] can be employed to analyse the reasons for failure and propose
alternative choices.
Critics are expressed in terms of preconditions and patches. The precondi-
tions examine the reasons why the method has failed to apply; ideally they do
this with reference to the preconditions of the proof method although they may
also include extra information. The proposed patch suggests some change to the
proof plan. It may choose to propagate this change back through the plan and
then continue from the current point, or it may choose to jump back to a previous
point in the proof plan.
Typically, if a proof method fails to apply, a critic will analyse that failure
to see if specic conditions could have been altered which would have allowed the
method to apply. Critics patch the proof in dierent ways depending upon which
of a method’s preconditions fail.
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5. A Proof Strategy for Coinduction
For practical reasons it proved desirable to limit the scope of the problems
for which the proof strategy was devised. It is assumed in everything that follows
that the proof is taking place within some pre{dened deterministic labelled
transition system (A labelled transition system is deterministic if for all a and
for all transitions  if a ! a0 and a ! a00 then a0 is syntactically identical to a00
).
A number of specic assumptions are made about the relationship of tran-
sitions and values
 It is assumed that transition rules are dened on some set of values and require
no additional hypotheses for application.
 At least one transition is dened for every value.
 There is a small step reduction order, red .
 If a descending chain of ground expressions in this order has a least element,
that element is a value and the following rule applies:
a + a0 a0 ! b
a
! b (33)
These assumptions are all met by standard transition systems representing the
operational semantics of functional languages.
Another choice was not to pursue problems which contained terms with no
value (i.e. terms for which evaluation fails to terminate - e.g. problems with the
flatten function (see [24])). Such problems involve additional analysis to show
that evaluating each side of the relation diverges under the same conditions. No
criteria are presented for detecting such theorems.
The following strategy embodies an analysis of the process of coinductive
proof within the limits specied.
1. A coinductive proof starts with the application of the coinduction rule which
produces two subgoals (hx; yi 2 R and R  hR[ i). To produce these
subgoals some relation has to be introduced.
2. (a) The rst subgoal is discharged relatively easily.
(b) The second subgoal is more complicated. First it is converted into some
goal of the form coinduction hypothesis ) coinduction conclusion which
explicitly expresses how the function h−i relates a relation to transitions
on its members. This transformation is based on (27).
3. The subgoals produced by step 2b can only be discharged by determining
transitions from one or more terms. This requires the evaluation of those
terms to WHNF. This process of reduction can follow the strategy of non{
strict evaluation, where terms are only reduced if needed.
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Denition 7. (Redex) A term M is a redex (reducible expression) if it
matches the LHS of a reduction rule.
Denition 8. (Non{strict Evaluation) Non{strict evaluation proceeds by al-
ways reducing a redex that is contained in no other redex, until the entire
term is a value.
Non{strict evaluation is appropriate because, when applied to closed terms,
it always terminates in a WHNF if one exists.
4. Transitions can then be determined by reference to the transition rules of the
system.
5. Further rewriting leads to goals that can be solved by appeal either to the
hypotheses or the reflexivity of .
Once the general strategy has been determined it is necessary to provide
method and tactic descriptions. The tactics will not be described since they have
not been implemented and will depend upon the particular object logic5.
6. Proof Methods for Coinduction
This section discusses the proof methods required by the proof strategy for
coinduction.
6.1. Coinduction Method
This method starts out a coinductive proof by applying the coinduction
rule. By inspection of rule, (18), we can see that the coinduction method applies
if the goal is of the form a  b. The method’s outputs, or the new goals, will be
ha; bi 2 R and R  hR[ i, for some R. These conditions are all legal rather
than heuristic in nature. They are derived from the statement of the coinduction
rule.
The hard part of any coinductive proof is the choice of R. The proof method
proposed uses a heuristic to construct this if it isn’t supplied in some other way.
The obvious heuristic for choosing a relation is to pick the smallest possible
relation that discharges the rst precondition of (18). If we’re trying to prove
that f( X)  g( X) then the rst precondition is hf( X); g( X)i 2 R hence the
smallest set that discharges this is fhf( X); g( X)ig. Since a heuristic has been
employed to make this choice there is a possibility that R may need to be revised.
The choice of R is defeasible, that is its denition can be changed in the event of
5 Proof plans provide a lot of detail, equivalent to the detail of a proof on paper and so inspection
of the proof plans can provide a reasonable degree of condence in the output of CoCLAM .
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the proof failing to go through: we will use proof critics to identify such situations
(see x7.1).
The coinduction method is described in gure 1.
Input
f( X)  g( X).
Preconditions
None.
Output
1. If no candidate for R has been supplied the output is:
fhf( X); g( X)ig  hfhf( X); g( X)ig[ i
2. If a candidate relation, R = Sni=1fhfi( Xi); gi( Xi)ig, has been supplied (by
a critic) then the output is:
n[
i=1
fhfi( Xi); gi( Xi)i  h
n[
i=1
fhfi( Xi); gi( Xi)ig [ i
Figure 1. The Coinduction(R) Method
NB. For a verication it would be necessary to check that hf( X); g( X)i 2 R.
CoCLAM doesn’t do this: it assumes that the R chosen (either by the coinduction
method itself or by the critic (see x7.1)) satises this property. This is not an
inherent shortcoming of proof planning. It would be possible to set up a method
to check this.
6.2. Gfp Membership Method
The second stage of a coinductive proof involves showing that R is a member
of the greatest xedpoint. The Gfp Membership method performs some inference
on the goal R  hR[ i, expanding the denition of  using an inference rule,
(27). It is described in gure 2.
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Input
n[
i=1
fhfi( Xi); gi( Xi)ig  h
n[
i=1
fhfi( Xi); gi( Xi)ig[ i
Preconditions
None.
Outputs
For each i:i 2 f1;    ; ng form the goal:
8R:Vni=1hfi( Xi); gi( Xi)i 2 R )
8:((fi( X 0i) !  _ gi( X 0i) !  ))
((fi( X 0i)
!  ^ gi( X 0i) !  ) ^ h;  i 2 R[ ))
Figure 2. The Gfp Membership(h  i) Method
6.3. Evaluate Method
The evaluate method embodies a non{strict evaluation strategy. The object
is to reduce the expressions li in goals of the form
coinduction hypothesis )
8:((la !  _ lb !  ))
((la
!  ^ lb !  )^
h;  i 2 R[ ))
(34)
to weak head normal form. To do this, non{strict evaluation has to be extended
with some case splitting ability. la and lb are of the form 8x:exp(x) where the x
are variables occurring free in exp, if any exist, which represent arbitrary input
terms for the functional program. Reduction is applied to exp(x) to obtain the
possible values of exp(x) given arbitrary values of x. Non{strict reduction is only
guaranteed to terminate in a value if the original expression is ground (a program
would be ground for any specic input). Hence exp(x) may be irreducible even
though it is not a value (since it is non{ground because we are reasoning about
arbitrary input).
As an example consider the term 8x : (nat)list:x. In this example, x is not
in WHNF. To be in WHNF it would have to be either nil or h :: t (for some free
variables h and t). However x is irreducible.
If exp(x) is not a value then it may be possible to reduce it by substituting
values for the free variables (since we want to know the value of exp(x) on all
values of its arguments). For instance in the example if x is case split as nil
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and H :: T (the values of list type) it is immediately in WHNF. This suggests
an extension to the non{strict evaluation strategy which replaces the variables in
exp(x) with values. Since most types will have more than one value associated
with them (e.g. lists have nil and H :: T as values) a case split will have to
be performed on the goal in order to ensure that all possible values have been
investigated. Notice that this process may well introduce new free variables (e.g.
H and T in H :: T ), this is because values are not constrained to be ground
expressions.
6.3.1. A Reduction Strategy
We extend non{strict evaluation with case splitting on free variables. The
intuition is that this will allow further reduction which will terminate in values
if they exist.
The reduction strategy on a term is
1. Perform non{strict evaluation (without case{splitting) on the term until it
terminates in some new term, t.
2. If t is a value we are done.
3. If t is not a value, case{split a free variable, v, appearing in t replacing it
with each possible value in the type of v and restart the process.
There are often a number of possible variables to case{split. A breadth rst search
of all the variables is performed to nd the appropriate ones, the resulting method,
the Evaluate Method, is shown in gure 3. This method is not guaranteed to
terminate.
6.4. Transition Method
The Transition method is used if there are terms of the form a !  in the
goal where  and  are uninstantiated and a is a value. This means  and  can
now be instantiated by inspecting the transition rules.
This situation is slightly complicated by the requirement that if a transition
applies to one side of a relation it should apply to both. However the method
remains a fairly straightforward process of applying the transition rules for the
language and tidying up the expressions a !  which have become trivially true.
Lastly dierence matching is performed to motivate the rippling used in the
next part of the proof strategy (x6.5). Dierence matching is a process by which
two expressions are compared. If one expression can be embedded in the other
then this is indicated by placing boxes (or wave fronts) round the additional parts
of the larger expression. The embedded expression can be identied as those
parts of the expression that are outside the boxes or those parts within boxes
which are underlined (called wave holes). As an example the result of dierence
matching s(x) and s(x+y) would be s( x+ y ). Here the rst expression, s(x);
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Input
coinduction hypothesis )
8:((la !  _ lb !  ))
((la
!  ^ lb !  ) ^ h;  i 2 R[ ))
Preconditions
For some i (i = a; b), li reduces to vi, a value, using the reduction strategy with
the reduction rules, rules, and possibly case{splitting some variables which
form a set, V. vi depends upon a particular set V of variable/value pairs, one
pair for each variable in V.
Outputs
 Form one goal by replacing li with vi everywhere it appears in the input.
 Assume V is size k (where k may equal 0).
Any variable, varj(1  j  k) in V can have two or more values depending
upon its type. Say varj has n possible values. This gives rise to a set, Aj , of
variable/value pairs (f(varj ; valuej1); :::; (varj ; valuejn)g). Each variable V
is associated with such a set.
Form sets, Bm, (var1; value1m1);    ; (vark; valuekmk) by picking one pair
from each Aj so that one such set exists for every combination of these
pairs.
Form goals for each Bm by replacing all the varj with valuejmj (1  j  k)
everywhere they appear in the goal.
Figure 3. The Evaluate(rules, V) Method
appears outside the wave fronts or in the wave holes of the annotated expression
s( x+ y ). If the annotations of s( x+ y ) are stripped away then the second
expression, s(x+y), is left. A full description of dierence matching and algorithm
for it is given in [3]. The important point is that dierence matching picks out
the dierences between two expressions.
The transition method is shown in gure 4.
6.5. Wave Method
Recall that in example 6 the tail transitions leave the goal:
8R: h(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
h(map(F 0))N 0(map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))); iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N 0(X 0)))i 2 R
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Input
Any goal.
Preconditions
1. The expression a1
!  ^ a2 !  appears in the goal.
2. For one i 2 f1; 2g, the set of all transitions that apply to ai is transitions
and this set is non{empty.
3. All the transitions in transitions also apply to aj; j 2 f1; 2g; j 6= i. There
is no transition that applies to aj that isn’t in transitions.
Outputs
Form a new goal for each k 2 transitions, by the following process:
1. Replace a1
!  and a2 !  with true wherever they appear in the goal.
2. Replace all remaining occurrences of  with a01 where a1
k! a01 and all
remaining occurrences of  with a02 where a2
k! a02.
3. Remove all the occurrences of true using the rules
(true) P ) P (true ^ P ) P (true _ P ) true
4. If the resulting expression dierences matches against one of the hypothe-
ses then annotate the expression accordingly.
Figure 4. The Transition(transitions) Method
This can’t be solved immediately by appeal to the hypothesis
because of the map(F 0) around h(F 0;X 0) and the extra F 0 around
F 0N 0(X 0). However, it is clear that the expression is equivalent
to hmap(F 0)s(N 0)(h(F 0;X 0)); iter(F 0; F 0s(N 0)(X 0)))i using the rewrite rules
F (FN (X))  F s(N)(X) and FN (F (X))  F (FN (X)). We can then appeal
to the hypothesis since N is a universally quantied variable. The rst of these
rewrite rules is the reverse of a reduction rule, (21), we have already used to eval-
uate the expression. This means we can’t use reduction for this step but need a
more general rewriting method.
This is similar to the purpose for which rippling (a heuristic for controlling
rewriting in induction) is designed, in fact it corresponds to \rippling into a sink"
since the aim is to sink the dierences between the hypothesis and conclusion in
a universal variable.
Rippling controls rewriting by the use of wave rules, annotated rewrite rules.
Annotations consist of contexts (expressions with holes) indicated by a box with
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a directional arrow. These are called wave fronts. The holes in the context
are called wave holes. These are lled with an expression which is underlined.
In induction, the induction hypothesis is embedded in the induction conclusion.
Annotations are used to indicate this with the skeleton of the induction conclusion
(the expression with the contents of wave fronts that are not included in wave
holes removed) matching the induction hypothesis. So the goal
a+ (B + C) = (a+B) + C )
s(a) + (B0 + C 0) = (s(a) +B0) +C 0
is annotated as
a+ (B + C) = (a+B) + C )
s(a)
"
+ (B0 + C 0) = ( s(a)
"
+B0) + C 0
(35)
The annotation is done by dierence matching as described in x6.4. Wave rules
are skeleton preserving so all possible rewrites of the above induction conclusion
using wave rules will result in terms with the induction hypothesis as the skeleton.
The ripple method implements a restricted form of rewriting: The induction
conclusion is rewritten using only wave rules. Wave rules require both the object{
level term structure and the meta{level annotations to match. So, for instance,
the LHS of the conclusion of (35) matches the LHS of the wave rule:
s(A)
"
+B  s(A+B)
"
while it does not match the wave rule
s(A) +B
"
 s(A+B)
"
Rippling, unlike general rewriting, is terminating. Rippling either moves wave
fronts outwards (indicated by the upward arrow) in the term structure so that
they can be cancelled away or inwards (indicated by a downward arrow) so that
the dierences surround a universally quantied variable (or sink). Rippling is
embodied by the Wave method which is described in [8]. Formal denitions for
annotated terms and wave rules and a termination proof can be found in [4].
In order to use rippling in coinduction, it is necessary to provide annotations.
Taking a cue from the use of rippling in induction, the obvious approach is to
dierence match against the coinduction hypothesis. This dierence matching is
performed by the Transition method when forming its output in the anticipation,
based on the proof strategy, that rippling is the next method to be applied.
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Returning to the example, the goal is annotated by dierence matching as:
8R: h(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))i 2 R )
h(map(F 0))N 0( map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))
"
); iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N 0(X 0))
"
)i 2 R
CoCLAM automatically annotates all function denitions and lemmata as
wave rules. In this case the rules of interest are
F (FN (X))
"
 F
s(N)
#
(X) (36)
FN ( F (X)
"
) F (FN (X))
"
(37)
These ripple the wave fronts in the coinduction conclusion as follows:
   ) h(map(F 0))N 0( map(F 0; h(F 0; X 0))
"
); iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N
0
(X 0))
"
)i 2 R
   ) h map(F 0;map(F 0)N 0(h(F 0; X 0)))
"
; iter(F 0; F 0(F 0N
0
(X 0))
"
)i 2 R
   ) h(map(F 0))
s(N 0)
#
(h(F 0; X 0)); iter(F 0; F
0 s(N 0)
#
(X 0))i 2 R
The wave fronts have been rippled into the sink, N 0, and fertilization (as de-
scribed in x3.5) may now occur.
6.6. Fertilization and Other Methods
The fertilization method (appeal to the coinduction hypothesis) is a standard
method used in induction but had to be extended to recognise matches involving
(  )N (see x8.3). The only other method required is appeal to the reflexivity of
.
7. The Coinduction Method Heuristic
The Coinduction method uses a heuristic to choose a candidate bisimulation.
It was noted that this heuristic was fairly simple and that it was possible that
the chosen relation might not be a bisimulation.
Example 9. Consider example 6.
8x; f: h(f; x)  iter(f; x)
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The Coinduction method, as described, will choose the trial relation
fhh(F;X); iter(F;X)i)g (38)
The Gfp Membership and Evaluate methods will provide the subgoal
8R: hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R )
8:((X 0 :: map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)) !  _X 0 :: iter(F 0); F 0(X 0) !  ))
(X 0 :: map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)) !  ^X 0 :: iter(F 0); F 0(X 0) !  )^
h;  i 2 R[ )
(39)
There are two possible values for , hd and tl. We will only consider the
subgoal produced using tl here since the hd transition subgoal is trivial by appeal
to the reflexivity of .
The tl transition produces the subgoal
8R: hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R )
h map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))
"
; iter(F 0; F 0(X 0)
"
)i 2 R (40)
The proof attempt will fail here because
hmap(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)); iter(F 0; F 0(X 0))i 62 R.
There are two possible solutions to this problem, either the heuristic is
improved or proof critics are employed to modify the choice of relation.
The trial relation chosen by the Coinduction method was the smallest pos-
sible relation that discharged the rst condition of the coinduction rule. If this
relation is not a bisimulation, but the problem under consideration is genuinely
a theorem, then the relation was not large enough. The proof attempt will fail at
the fertilization stage because the pair of expressions provided by the Transition
method are not in the relation. This failure provides useful extra information
(the new pair of expressions) to guide an extension of the relation. This is an
ideal situation for the application of a proof critic, since the failure has provided
more information than was available when the earlier decision was made.
7.1. The Revise Bisimulation Critic
A critic is added to the proof strategy for coinduction which extends the
current trial relation by adding in any new successor states. At the same time it
seeks for patterns that will allow sequences which, if formed in this way, would
be innite to be nitely described. The critic is shown in gure 5.
Although this is a very general description it should be clear that the coin-
duction proof strategy, together with this critic, provides a method for extending
the trial relation in a controlled way.
Example 10 shows the critic in action.
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Preconditions
1. The coinduction method has been used in this branch of the proof.
2. The current goal is 8R: hf1; g1i 2 R ^ : : : ^ hfn; gni 2 R ) h;  i 2 R.
Where  and  are both instantiated and h;  i is not uniable with any
hfi; gii; i  n.
Patch
If
A pattern has been spotted (see x7.1.1 for details) in the some subsequence
of the pairs used to describeR (i.e. the trial bisimulation) and h;  i. A new
description has been proposed replacing this subsequence with h1;  1i[  [
hn;  ni Start the proof again from the most recent call of the coinduction
method, supplying the revised relation as the new trial bisimulation.
Else
Change the trial relation by adding the set fh;  ig to it and start the proof
again from the most recent call of the coinduction method, supplying the
revised relation to the method.
Figure 5. The Revise Bisimulation Critic
Example 10.
8a; b: lswap(a; b)  merge(lconst(a); lconst(b))
where:
lswap(A;B) red + A :: lswap(B;A) (41)
lconst(A) red + A :: lconst(A) (42)
merge(nil; L) red + L (43)
merge(L;nil) red + L (44)
merge(H1 :: T1;H2 :: T2)
red + H1 :: H2 :: merge(T1; T2) (45)
The Coinduction method chooses the trial relation
fhlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))ig
The Gfp Membership and Evaluate methods give the goal
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8R: hlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))i 2 R )
((A0 :: lswap(B0; A0) !  _
A0 :: B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0)) !  ))
A0 :: lswap(B0; A0) !  ^
A0 :: B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0)) !  ^
h;  i 2 R[ )
(46)
There are two possible values for , namely hd and tl. We will only consider
the subgoal produced using tl here since the hd transition subgoal is trivial by
appeal to the reflexivity of .
The tl transition produces the subgoal
8R: hlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))i 2 R )
hlswap(B0; A0); B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0))i 2 R
The proof attempt fails at this point, because it isn’t possi-
ble to match hlswap(B0; A0); B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0))i and
hlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))i.
Assuming that no pattern indicating an innite sequence has been
detected between this new pair and the hypothesis (more
of this in x7.1.1), the critic suggests adding the set
fhlswap(B0; A0); B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0))ig to the trial bisimula-
tion and starting again.
The process of forming the proof plans proceeds once more. This time there
are two goals, each with two coinduction hypotheses. After taking tl transitions
these goals are:
8R: hlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))i 2 R^
hlswap(B0; A0); B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0))i 2 R )
hlswap(B00; A00); B00 :: merge(lconst(A00); lconst(B00))i 2 R[ 
(47)
8Rhlswap(A;B); merge(lconst(A); lconst(B))i 2 R^
hlswap(B0; A0); B0 :: merge(lconst(A0); lconst(B0))i 2 R )
hlswap(A00; B00); merge(lconst(A00); lconst(B00))i 2 R[ 
(48)
These can both be solved by fertilization.
7.1.1. The Divergence Check
Up until now we have been vague about the process of detecting innite
sequences which is the nal part of the Revise Bisimulation critic.
The \spotting of patterns" mentioned in gure 5 is performed using a diver-
gence check based on work by Walsh [29]. The check attempts to nd some term
structure, introduced by the revisions, accumulating in the sequence of equations
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which describe the relation. It is this structure which is preventing fertilization
solving the goals. The critic identies the accumulating structure using dier-
ence matching (x6.4) which highlights the dierences between two terms. It is
described in gure 6.
Conditions
1. There is a subsequence of pairs,
Sn
i=1fhli; riig, within the relation, R,
which have been generated by the revise bisimulation critic.
2. There exist Gl, Gr, Hl, Hr (at least one Hi (i = l; r) non trivial) such that
for each j dierence matching gives:
fhlj ; rjig = fhGl(Ulj ); Gr(Urj )ig,
fhlj+1; rj+1ig = fhGl( Hl(Ulj ) ); Gr( Hr(Urj ) )i)
Proposed Replacement of Sequence
fhGl((Hl)N (Ul0)); Gr((Hr)N (Ur0))ig
Figure 6. The Divergence Check
Once potential divergence is spotted it is necessary to nd an appropriate
patch. Walsh’s divergence critic patched proofs by speculating and proving ad-
ditional lemmata. In coinductive proofs, a generalisation using (  )N replaces
the detected subsequence, since the divergence is assumed to be caused by the
repeated addition of Hi (as dened by the divergence check) every time the tail
of the latest addition to the relation is examined.
The use of the divergence check can be illustrated by returning to example
6.
Example 11. Recall, from examples 6 and 9, that the coinduction method will
choose the trial relation
fhh(F;X); iter(F;X)i)g (49)
and as a result that the proof attempt becomes stuck at the goal
8R: hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R )
h map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0))
"
; iter(F 0; F 0(X 0)
"
)i 2 R (50)
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According to the critic (gure 5) this new pair is added into the trial bisim-
ulation.
If the process implemented by the critic were repeated two more subgoals
would be produced. The rst subgoal would be similar to (40) but with an
additional hypothesis. This extra hypothesis can be used to fertilize at the point
where the proof attempt became blocked (50). The second new subgoal, after
taking tl transitions, would be:
hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R^
hmap(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)); iter(F 0; F 0(X 0))i 2 R )
hmap(F 00; map(F 00; h(F 00;X 00))
"
); iter(F 00; F 00(F 00(X 00))
"
)i 2 R
(51)
Once again the Revise Bisimulation critic would intervene and suggest
adding fhmap(F 00;map(F 00; h(F 00;X 00))); iter(F 00; F 00(F 00(X 00)))i)g to R. A hu-
man can tell that this process can be innitely repeated, i.e. the sequence of tl
successors represents unwanted divergence.
To prevent this, CoCLAM checks whether one pair in the bisimulation can
be embedded in another each time a new pair is produced, since this implies
the presence of some accumulating structure. The rst two elements the above
sequence of pairs were:
hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R
hmap(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)); iter(F 0; F 0(X 0))i 2 R
Dierence matching these6, produces the annotated sequence:
hh(F;X); iter(F;X)i 2 R
h map(F 0; h(F 0;X 0)) ; iter(F 0; F 0(X 0) )i 2 R
This suggests that there is some potentially accumulating term structure.
Moreover the dierence matching singles out the dierences between the two
expressions which are preventing fertilization occurring.
The critic instantiates Gl; Gr;Hl;Hr and Ul0 and Ur0 (from gure 6) as
id (x:x), iter(F ), map(F ), F , h(F;X) and X respectively and so proposes
that R = fh(map(F ))N (h(F;X)); iter(F;FN (X))ig. This allows the proof to go
through as it did when example 6 was originally presented.
6 This dierence matching should not be confused with the dierence matching after the Tran-
sition method which resulted in the annotations on goals (50) and (51) which was intended to
motivate rippling if possible. Here the dierence matching is being used to identify a common
pattern of dierences.
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7.1.2. Limitations of the Divergence Check
Ideally a divergence check for the Revise Bisimulation critic should:
1. Fire if and only if the proof strategy was in the process of exploring an innite
transition sequence.
2. Only extend the trial bisimulation by elements in some minimal bisimulation.
Neither of these is necessarily the case with the divergence check proposed
here (in fact, since bisimilarity to a given program is an extensional non{trivial
property, it is undecidable [25]. No critic is going to be perfect). There are
situations in which it can be \fooled" into generalising when in fact it is looking at
a cycle of transitions which nevertheless have a common structure. Alternatively
sometimes more complicated generalisations are required than those using (  )N ,
in particular, some new function may need to be speculated. These situations
are discussed more fully in [15].
8. Experimental Results and Evaluation
The proof methods and critic proposed for coinduction are heuristics. The-
oretical evaluation of their eectiveness is dicult. They are not guaranteed to
nd a proof plan in all cases where one exists. The assertion instead is that they
are useful heuristics. The denition of a useful heuristic is, itself, vague. The con-
tention here is that heuristics will lead to proof plans for most common problems.
To provide an empirical evaluation of our ideas we have implemented them in a
planning system called CoCLAM7. CoCLAM was used to plan a representative
selection of theorems using the methods and critics described in this paper and
so to determine how eective was the proposed strategy.
This served a double purpose of evaluating the eectiveness of the proposed
strategy and highlighting areas of the strategy that need improvement.
8.1. Source of Examples
The proof plans make no claim to deal with cases where there are terms with
no value, so such theorems were excluded from consideration. These theorems
were identied by inspection.
Examples of coinduction were drawn from the literature, in particular [16],
[22], [24] and [26]. Examples are relatively few in number, the same one or two
theorems appearing in almost every paper on the subject. Recent research is
beginning to produce a larger corpus but this has tended to concentrate on prob-
lems outside the domain chosen for consideration (i.e. lazy functional programs).
7 CoCLAM is based on CLAM3. CoCLAM is written in sicstus prolog 2.1. The code for CoCLAM
is available from http://dream.dai.ed.ac.uk/systems/coclam/, the code for CLAM3 can be
obtained by emailing dream@dai.ed.ac.uk.
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To counteract this, the proposed corpus was extended by a number of theorems
taken from the CLAM corpus and some designed by ourselves, in order to provide
a reasonably sized database.
The CLAM corpus is a selection of theorems used for testing inductive proof
plans. Many of these are over natural numbers and so a labelled transition system
involving
p! as a transition was employed so that these theorems could be used
in testing as well as those involving lists. Treating predecessor as a transition
is probably not particularly useful for functional semantics, but it allowed the
strategy to be tried on a wider class of theorems.
The theorems were planned for a small functional language containing lazy
natural, list, labelled binary tree and labelled innite tree types. Details can be
found in [15].
It was necessary to use some theorems to test CoCLAM as it was being devel-
oped. This raised a concern that the proof strategy would be tailored specically
to prove this one set of theorems. In order to oset this, the theorems were di-
vided into two distinct groups, a development set and a test set. The test set was
not used until the system was deemed nished.
8.2. Results
Full tables listing the theorems in each set and detailing which were proved
and which were not can be found in appendix B.
The following table is a summary. It details the number of theorems in each
set alongside the number that were proved and the number that the strategy failed
to nd a proof for. There is a third column, Imp. Failures. This is the number
of theorems that failed because of perceived problems with the implementation,
as opposed to the proof strategy. All but one of these implementation failures
were subsequently eradicated without any change to the proof strategy. A second
pass was made of the theorems after minor modications were made (including
the elimination all but one implementation failure), the results of which are also
shown.
Number of Theorems Theorems Imp.
Theorems Proved not Proved Failures
Development Set 53 47 5 1
Test Set 54 41 8 5
Dev. Set (2nd pass) 5 47 5 1
Test Set (2nd pass) 54 45 9 0
NB. It is reassuring to note that the similarity between the success rates
indicates that the methods and critic were not developed in such a way that they
were specically tuned to the development set, but they had a general applicabil-
ity across the theorems and were capable of providing proof plans for somewhere
around 80% of problems. This result also broadly supports the assertion that the
heuristics employed were sucient to proof plan common problems.
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8.3. Failure Analysis
The most interesting errors are those that pose problems for the proof strat-
egy and these are examined here.
False Hypothesis not Recognised No additional methods were supplied to
CoCLAM to enable it to exploit hypotheses other than the coinduction hy-
pothesis. These were regarded as general proof methods, not methods that
were peculiar to coinduction in any way. In the course of the investigation it
transpired that CLAM3’s and hence CoCLAM ’s ability to evaluate hypotheses
was limited and this caused one theorem to fail.
Memory Error During Evaluation In two theorems the Evaluate method
failed with a memory error. For both these theorems the search space for
transitions was large, requiring in one case two separate lists to be split twice
and in the second four times. This meant that solutions appeared relatively
deep in the search tree (i.e. at depth 4 or 8 respectively).
The memory failure indicated ineciency in the implementation of the Eval-
uate method (for instance a depth{rst with iterative deepening strategy would
have been more robust). But also suggested that the sort of brute force search
through all possible case splits on all variables that is used by the Evaluate
method may always cause problems where a large number of these is required.
For larger problems it is foreseeable that heuristics would be necessary to guide
this search.
Matching of (  )N In its original state (as for induction) the Fertilize method
looks for a uniform instantiation of variables in the induction hypothesis and
the conclusion. The addition of expressions involving (  )N complicates this
since an instance of such an expression may not itself explicitly contain (  )N .
The Fertilize method was extended during the developmental phase so that it
could recognise f(x) as an instance of fn(x). However it proved incapable of
recognising that s(s(y)), for instance, was an instance of ss
n(x)y. In several
proofs this failure led to unnecessary and innitely repeating revisions of the
trial relation. This lack of generality in the method clearly needs to be ad-
dressed. There are algorithms for performing such tasks (e.g [11]) which need
to be incorporated into the Fertilize method.
8.4. The Need for Additional Lemmata
Despite the fact that CLAM aims to be fully automated, the provision of
additional lemmata beyond function denitions is a widespread practice. The
Lemma Speculation critic proposed by [21] was motivated by this observation
and was an attempt to provide a way of automatically deriving such lemmata
should they appear to be necessary.
It was hoped that the Revise Bisimulation Critic would remove the need for
additional lemmata in CoCLAM , though at the cost of longer proofs. However
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this proved not to be the case. Lemmata were found to be necessary in order to
deal with (  )N during the Evaluate method.
The proof of example 6 required the rewrite rule (23). This was needed in
order to evaluate the expression to WHNF.
The development and testing periods revealed that such lemmata were re-
quired for most proofs where a generalisation occurred. It was observed that
these lemmata corresponded to corecursive denitions [24] for FN for some spe-
cic value of F . It is unsatisfactory to have this need for additional lemmata
inherent in the proof strategy. It might be possible to extend the existing Lemma
Speculation critic in some way to perform this task.
8.5. Non{theorems
It is important to establish that, even though CoCLAM comes with no guar-
antee of soundness (this would be supplied by the object{level theorem prover),
it is not known to be unsound. In particular, it does not nd plans for all input
conjectures.
To test this a couple of non theorems were included at the developmental
stages: 8x; y : nat: x  y and 8l1; l2 : list(nat): l1  l2 which CoCLAM failed to
prove. CoCLAM also failed to prove two non{theorems that had been devised
by ourselves, under the mistaken impression they were theorems, and included
in the test set. These were (52) and (53).
lswap(0; 1)  inf list(0; f lip; id) (52)
inf list(0; f lip; id)  inf list(1; id; f lip) (53)
where lswap is dened as before, id is the identity function and flip and inf list
are dened as in appendix B.
The failure allowed the hypotheses to be identied as non{theorems when
the trace was inspected.
8.5.1. A Disproof Method
Both these hypotheses, and the two non{theorems used initially to check
that CoCLAM didn’t assign theorem{hood to every statement, failed during the
checking of transitions. That is, dierent transitions were found to apply to
the two sides of the relation. This contradicts the conditions for bisimilarity.
It also suggests that it might be possible to develop a Disproof method that
could determine certain conjectures to be non{theorems because of a mismatch
between transitions. CoCLAM currently does not detect non{theorems explicitly:
it simply fails to nd a proof plan. A Disproof method would mean CoCLAM
reached a stronger conclusion that the statement was a non{theorem.
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Care would have to be taken in those situations in which a generalisation had
occurred (because of the Revise Bisimulation critic) before a transition mismatch
was discovered in case this mismatch were the result of over{generalisation.
8.6. Quality of the Examples
The major concern with the testing of the proof strategy was the nature of
the examples used. While they are representative of the examples available in the
literature (for proofs of the equivalence of functional programs), they remain in
many ways simple problems. The ability of CoCLAM to scale up to large problems
is an important consideration. The previous comments on its shortcomings relate
to this.
The memory problems encountered by the Evaluate method cast doubts on
the ability of CoCLAM to tackle larger problems although there may be simple
xes such as changing the search strategy.
Perhaps more worryingly, anecdotal evidence from attempts to use coinduc-
tion for hardware verication indicate that those cases where new functions have
to be synthesised in order to nd a bisimulation may be more prevalent than orig-
inally thought. This would suggest a need for more sophisticated generalisation
techniques to be developed.
The strategy could be tested more thoroughly by adapting it to other la-
belled transition systems. However, it seems unlikely that a signicant set of
\real" examples will become available until the use of coinduction as a proof
technique is more widespread.
9. Related Work
The rst and most widely used proof tool for coinduction is the Edinburgh
Concurrency Workbench (CWB) [12] which was developed for use with Pro-
cess Algebras and provides a fully automated prover for nite bisimulations over
ground terms. There has also been an eort to incorporate tools for coinduction
in several large theorem proving environments including HOL [13] and Isabelle
[24] (among others). The work done in HOL is most closely related to this work.
9.1. HOL
Collins [13] has created a system to support reasoning about lazy functional
languages within HOL. This system denes the semantics of the language in an
operational style using a labelled transition system and uses applicative bisimu-
lation to dene equivalence of programs.
Collins provides support for forming bisimulations and solving the goals
required to prove bisimilarity. The basic coinduction tactic, when supplied with
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a relation, R, by the user, proves the rst premise of the coinduction rule and
forms goals equivalent to those formed by the Gfp Membership method.
This tactic has an associated, more specialised, tactic,
GUESS_CO_INDUCT_TAC, that supplies a simple guess at a bisimulation to
the program. This tactic performs the guess in the same way that the Coin-
duction method makes its rst guess. There are no tactics supplied to perform
more sophisticated guesses. If the simple guess is incorrect then the user has to
supply a bisimulation by hand.
When forming the Evaluate method it was found that two processes had to
be combined, reduction and case{splitting. The same experience was encountered
when providing tactics for coinduction in HOL. Two conversions are provided,
LTS_EVAL_CONV and LTS_CASE_CONV which are used with tactics. The rst of
these performs reduction and the second case splits variables. The user has to
guide these conversions specifying when to case split and when to reduce.
Collins’ work, like the work reported here, is not equipped to deal with
expressions that do not terminate. Assumptions are made that programs will
evaluate and hence variables appearing in strict positions are also forced to eval-
uate by assumption.
Collins reports that the level of interaction required by these tools is similar
to a proof on paper. The tools have been used to investigate hardware verication
in Ruby [27], a relational hardware description language. This work provided an
encouraging test case for the implementation.
9.1.1. CoCLAM Compared to HOL
HOL is a tactic based theorem prover. It is designed mainly as a proof
checker with a user guiding the proof search. Tactics are algorithms for con-
structing strings of inference rules. As a result HOL guarantees a sound proof.
Tactics can be very sophisticated and tactic-based theorem provers can begin to
blur into fully automated theorem provers. However it should be stressed that
the work on coinduction in HOL (and in the other tactic based theorem proving
environments) was intended to provide tools for a user to perform coinductive
proof interactively, whereas the work in CoCLAM was always with a view to
automation.
Unlike HOL, CoCLAM is not intended to provide soundness and its methods
do not construct inference rules, but specications of tactics expressed as precon-
ditions and results of their application. CoCLAM provides a greater degree of
automation than the corresponding version of HOL.
CoCLAM should be regarded as complementary rather than a rival to the
work done in tactic based theorem provers such as HOL. Proof planners are
intended to link up with tactic based theorem provers, to do the guidance work
otherwise done by a user. CoCLAM , while not linked up to any specic tactic
based theorem prover has been developed with this in mind and is, as far as we’re
aware, the only system of this kind. There is currently work underway to link
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CLAM to HOL [6] and it is possible that CoCLAM will be adapted to use Collins’
HOL tactics.
9.2. Walsh’s Divergence Critic
Walsh’s [29] divergence critic, on which the divergence check in the Revise
Bisimulation method is based, was designed to work with an implicit induction
theorem prover called SPIKE.
Induction is performed in SPIKE by means of test sets (nite descriptions
of the initial model). SPIKE attempts to instantiate induction variables in the
conjecture to be proved with members of the test set and then to use rewriting
to simplify the resulting expressions. The idea is to show that the expressions
form a confluent set of rewrite rules. The process of generate and simplify often
produces a divergent set of equations. It has been observed that this happens if
an appropriate generalisation or lemma isn’t present.
We use the same pre{conditions for the critic as Walsh, but our patch is
dierent.
10. Further Work
There are a number of extensions to be made to CoCLAM among these are:
 Improve the current implementation by providing automated ways of discov-
ering missing lemmata and introducing divergence analysis to recognise ex-
pressions with no transitions. This would extend CoCLAM ’s ability to prove
theorems within the kind of operational semantics systems examined in this
paper.
 Investigate the use of other generalisation techniques to extend the Revise
Bisimulation Critic.
 Provide better support for other labelled transition systems to test the gen-
erality of the proof strategy by creating a more general Evaluate method and
support for non{deterministic transition systems. It should be noted that the
revise bisimulation critic has already been tested in a non{labelled transition
system environment [14].
 Link CoCLAM with HOL so that the proof plans can be veried using Collins’
tactics.
 Extend the testing of the system.
These are all important because they would extend the range of the system away
from the current \toy" problems and would allow more realistic theorems to be
not only automatically planned but also formally veried.
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11. Conclusion
Coinduction is a method of increasing interest in computer science. It can
be partially automated using proof planning and for many proofs it can be fully
automated. The key elements of the proof strategy are the use of critics and
generalisation techniques to nd a bisimulation for use in the proof.
This proof strategy was very successful on the examples that are currently
available. This suggests that the proof strategy and implementation based upon
it would be of practical use to people attempting to prove theorems coinductively.
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Appendix
A. Proof of the Gfp Membership Rule of Inference
Theorem 12.
81  i  n:Vni=1hai; bii 2 R )
8:((ai ! a0i _ bi ! b0i))
((ai
! a0i ^ bi ! b0i)^
ha0i; b0ii 2 R[ ))Sn
i=1hai; bii  h
Sn
i=1hai; bii[ i
(54)
Proof. The preconditions imply that for all ha; bi 2 Sni=1hai; bii and for all  if
a
! a0 there is a b0 with b ! b0 and ha0; b0i 2 Sni=1hai; bii[ . This implies thatSn
i=1hai; bii  [
Sn
i=1hai; bii[ ] (by the denition of [  ]).
Similarly for all ha; bi 2 Sni=1hai; bii and for all  if b ! b0 there is a a0 with
a
! a0 and ha0; b0i 2 Sni=1hai; bii[ ,so hb0; a0i 2 (Sni=1hai; bii[ )op. This implies
that hb; ai 2 [(Sni=1hai; bii[ )op] so Sni=1hai; bii  [(Sni=1hai; bii[ )op]op.
Hence R  [R[ ] [ [(R[ )op]op, i.e. R  hR[ i (by the denition of
h  i).
B. Results
This appendix lists the function denitions, lemmata and theorems used in
the experimental evaluation of CoCLAM .
B.1. Function Denitions
Name Reduction Rules
addl addl(L; nil) = L
addl(nil; L) = L
addl(H1 :: T1;H2 :: T2) = (H1 +H2) :: addl(T1; T2)
ap ap(ap(<>;X); Y ) = X <> Y
<> (append) nil <> L = L
H :: T <> L = H :: (T <> L)
<>l nil <>l nil = nil
(append{lazy) nil <>l H :: T = H :: (nil <>l T )
H :: T <>l L = H :: (T <>l L)
atend atend(X;nil) = X :: nil
atend(X;Y :: Z) = Y :: atend(X;Z)
brsearch brsearch(node(A;nil); nil) = A :: nil
brsearch(node(A;nil); H :: T ) = A :: brsearch(H;T )
brsearch(node(A;H :: T ); nil) = A :: brsearch(H;T )
brsearch(node(A;L);H :: T ) = A :: brsearch(H;T <> L)
brswap brswap(leaf(X)) = leaf(X)
brswap(node(A;L;R)) = node(A; brswap(R); brswap(L))
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Name Reduction Rules
del del(N;nil) = nil
X = Y ) del(X;Y :: Z) = del(X;Z)
X 6= Y ) del(A;Y :: Z) = Y :: del(X;Z)
double double(0) = 0
double(s(N)) = s(s(double(N)))
dpsearch dpsearch(node(A;nil); nil) = A :: nil
dpsearch(node(A;nil); H :: T ) = A :: dpsearch(H;T )
dpsearch(node(A;H :: T ); L) = A :: dpsearch(H;T <> L)
drop drop(0; L) = L
drop(N;nil) = nil
drop(s(N);H :: T ) = drop(N;T )
dup dup(X; 0) = nil
dup(N; s(M)) = N :: dup(N;M)
evenl evenl(nil) = nil
evenl(H :: nil) = nil
evenl(H1 :: H2 :: T ) = H2 :: evenl(T )
explode explode(nil) = nil
explode(H :: T ) = (H :: nil) :: explode(T )
flip flip(0) = s(0)
flip(s(0)) = 0
flipbv flipbv(?) = T
flipbv(T ) = ?
flattenA flattenA(nil) = nil
flattenA(H :: T ) = H <> flattenA(T )
foldr foldr(F; nil; E) = E
foldr(F;H :: T; E) = F (H;foldr(F; T;E))
from from(N) = N :: from(s(N))
h h(F;X) = X :: map(F;h(F;X))
half half(0) = 0
half(s(0)) = 0
half(s(s(N))) = s(half(N))
idlist idlist(nil) = nil
idlist(H :: T ) = H :: idlist(T )
idnat idnat(0) = 0
idnat(s(N)) = s(idnat(N))
1 (innity) 1 = s(1)
inflist inflist(X;F;G) = F (X) :: inflist(G(X); F;G)
iter iter(F;M) = M :: iter(F;F (M))
jump jump(N;M) = N :: jump(N +M;M)
lconst lconst(M) = M :: lconst(M)
length length(nil) = 0
length(H :: T ) = s(length(T ))
loop loop(F;A;B) = map(F;merge2(A :: loop(F;A;B); B))
loop2 loop2(F;A;nil) = nil
loop2(F;A;H :: T ) = F (A;H) :: loop2(F;F (A;H); T )
lswap lswap(A;B) = A :: lswap(B;A)
map map(F;nil) = nil
map(F;H :: T ) = F (H) :: map(F;T )
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Name Reduction Rules
map2 map2(F;nil) = nil
map2(F;H :: T ) = map(F;H) :: map2(F; T )
map3 map3(F;nil) = nil
map3(F;H :: T ) = ap(F;H) :: map(F;T )
merge merge(nil;A) = A
merge(A;nil) = A
merge(H1 :: T1;H2 :: T2) = H1 :: H2 :: merge(T1; T2)
merge2 merge2(nil;A) = nil
merge2(A;nil) = nil
merge2(H1 :: A;H2 :: B) = (H1;H2) :: merge2(A;B)
−l 0−l 0 = 0
(minus{lazy) 0−l N = s(0−l s(N))
s(N)−l Y = s(N −l Y )
numparity numparity(X;nil) = nil
numparity(X;? :: L) = evenl(X) :: numparity(s(X); L)
numparity(X;T :: L) = oddl(X) :: numparity(s(X);L)
oddl oddl(nil) = nil
oddl(H :: nil) = H :: nil
oddl(H1 :: H2 :: T ) = H1 :: oddl(T )
ones ones = 1 :: ones
parity parity(B;nil) = nil
parity(B;? :: L) = B :: parity(B;L)
parity(B;T :: L) = flipbv(B) :: parity(flipbv(B); L)
+ (plus) 0 +X = X
s(N) +X = s(N +X)
+l (plus{lazy) 0 +l 0 = 0
0 +l s(N) = s(0 +l N)
s(N) +l X = s(N +l X)
pred-l pred− l(0) = 0
pred− l(s(0)) = 0
pred− l(s(s(N))) = s(N)
(  )N F 0(X) = X
(repeat apply) F s(N)(X) = F (FN(X))
replace replace(A;B; nil) = nil
B 6= H ) replace(A;B;H :: T ) = H :: replace(A;B; T )
B = H ) replace(A;B;H :: T ) = A :: replace(A;B; T )
tconst tconst(M) = node(M; tconst(M); tconst(M))
tconstinf tconstinf(M) = node(M; tconstinf(M) :: nil)
tick tick = s(0) :: tock
 (times) 0  Y = 0
Y  0 = 0
s(N)  Y = Y +X  Y
l 0 l Y = 0
(times{lazy) Y l 0 = 0
s(N) l s(Y ) = s(X +l s(X) l Y )
tock tock = 0 :: tick
tswap tswap(A;B) = node(A; tswap(A;B); tswap(B;A))
tswap2 tswap2(A;B) = node(B; tswap2(B;A); tswap2(A;B))
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Name Reduction Rules
zigzag zigzag(nil; nil; nil) = nil
zigzag(nil; nil; H :: T ) = zigzag(nil;H :: T; nil)
zigzag(nil :: T; nil; L) = zigzag(T;L; nil)
zigzag((HH :: TH) :: T; nil; L) = HH :: zigzag(T;L; TH :: nil)
zigzag(L1; nil :: T;L2) = zigzag(L1; T; L2)
zigzag(L1; (HH :: TH) :: T;L2) = HH :: zigzag(L1; T; TH :: L2)
B.2. Theorems
In order to proof plan any theorem it is necessary to have at least the relevant
function denitions available. A standard set of lemmata shown in xB.4.1 were
also made available to all proof plan attempts. If any additional lemmata were
required by the attempt to prove a theorem then they are listed with the theorem
below.
The result column indicates the result of the proof plan attempt on the
second pass through the sets. The theorem is either proved (in which case CPU
Time is given) or is subject to one of the errors discussed in x8, i.e. false hypothesis
not recognised (E1), memory error during evaluation (E2), implementation error
(E3) or it timed out (usually due to the matching of (  )N but sometimes because
of ineciencies in the implementation of the rippling method).
B.3. Development Set
Name Theorem Lemmata Result
app1right X <> nil = X 3841
appntconst l:node(A;L; L)1(nil) = tconst(A) 6360
assapp L <> (M <> N) = (L <> M) <> N 15057
asslapp (X <>l Y ) <>l Z = X <>l (Y <>l Z) 36611
asslplus (M +l N) +l L = M +l (N +l L) 28936
assp X + (Y + Z) = (X + Y ) + Z 11499
comapp length(X <> Y ) = length(Y <> X) 926734
commthree (Z l X) l Y = (Z l Y ) l X disttwo Time out
tms2right
comp A+B = B +A ssid 340248
doublehalf double(half(N)) = N 20897
dpbrtconst dpsearch(tconstinf(M); nil) = 21851
brsearch(tconstinf(M); nil)
everylconst lconst(M) = evenl(lconst(M)) 4329
everylswap lconst(M) = evenl(lswap(M;N)) 4808
flattenex flattenA(explode(L)) = L 62636
grmsthm loop2(F;A;B) = loop(F;A;B) E3
halfplus1 half(X +X) = X 463379
hiterates h(F;X) = iter(F;X) 21586
infl1iter iter(y:A+ y;B) = Time out
inflist(0; x:(x A) +B; s)
infl1lc lconst(N) = inflist(M; idnat; idnat) 24869
infl1nat inflist(A; idnat; s) = jump(A; 1) 15614
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iterateslc lconst(M) = iter(idnat;M) 23371
jumpfrom jump(N; 1) = from(N) 5535
lappnilr L <>l nil = L 4770
lendouble length(X <> X) = double(length(X)) 102933
lenlconst length(M :: lconst(M)) =1 3852
lenplus length(X <> Y ) = length(X) + length(Y ) 839082
lplus0l 0 +l N = N 4130
lminuspl (Z +X)−l (Z + Y ) = X −l Y Time out
lminussc X −l Y = s(X)−l s(Y ) 7356
lswaplc A 6= B 29250
) del(B; lconst(A)) = del(B; lswap(A;B))
lswaplm merge(lconst(A); lconst(B)) = lswap(A;B) 17750
map3iter map((s(s(s(0)))); jump(0; s(0))) = Time out
iter(+(s(s(s(0))));0)
mapapp map3(W;X <> Y :: Z) = 17730
map3(W;X) <> map3(W;Y :: nil <> Z)
mapidnat lconst(M) = map(idnat; lconst(M)) 14448
mapdble map(double;L) = map(X +X;L) 68616
mapnfl1 map(H; iter(T;A)) = inflist(A;H;T ) 6843
mapflip map(flipbv; map(flipbv; L)) = L 18777
mapfold map(F;L) = 9306
foldr(x:t:F (x) :: t; L; nil)
mapid map(L; idnat) = L 15505
mapiter iter(F;F (M)) = 7083
map(F; iter(F;M))
mapiter2 iter(F;X) = 16302
X :: map(F; iter(F;X))
mapjump map(lconst; jump(0; 1)) = 38131
iter(map(s); lconst(0))
mapthm map(F;map(G;L)) = map(F G;L) cmpfun 10331
mergezz merge(merge(oddl(A);oddl(B)); E2
merge(evenl(A); evenl(B))) =
zigzag(nil;A :: nil; B :: nil)
nat1 iter(s; s(s(0))) = jump(s(s(0)); s(0)) 23764
nat2 jump(0; s(0)) = 163129
merge(jump(0; s(s(0))); jump(s(0); s(s(0))))
oneslc ones = lconst(s(0)) 4192
parity0 parity(T;L) = numparity(0; T ) evlem 117864
oddlem
evlem2
oddlem2
plus2right X + s(Y ) = s(X + Y ) 6901
pluslem2 X + s(0) = s(X) 5231
plusxx X + s(X) = s(X +X) ssid 494681
tbrswap tswap(A;B) = brswap(tswap2(B;A)) 6852
zeroplus X = 0 ^ Y = 0) X + Y = 0 7991
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appatend X <> Y :: Z = atend(Y;X) <> Z 11952
appiter iter(F;X) <> N = iter(F;X) 6984
applapp L1 <> L2 = L1 <>l L2 26969
appnlconst :: (N)1(nil) = lconst(N) 6142
assconsapp P <> V0 :: L = (P <> V0 :: nil) <> L 12659
assm A  (B  C) = (A B)  C Time out
brswap T = brswap(brswap(T )) 6086
comaddl addl(M;N) = addl(N;M) 543042
comlplus M +l N = N +lM 462749
comm X  Y = Y X Time out
dist A  (B + C) = A B +A C Time out
disttwo (B + C) A = (B  A) + (C A) Time out
dbleplus double(X) = X +X 42689
dbletimes1 double(N) = s(s(0)) N 289416
dbletimes2 double(N) = N  s(s(0)) 19853
dpsearchlc dpsearch(node(M; lconst(node(M;nil))); nil) 16246
= lconst(M)
dptconst dpsearch(tconstinf(M); nil) = lconst(M) 4578
dupinf dup(M;1) = lconst(M) 3974
flatfold flattenA(map(a:map(b:a :: b :: nil); Time out
iter(F;N); lconst(M))) =
foldr(x:p:foldr(y:l:(x :: y :: nil) :: l;
iter(F;N); p); lconst(M); nil)
gordon1 map(x:idnat(x); Y ) = idlist(Y ) 17199
halfdble half(double(N)) = N 4785
halflapp1 half(length(A <> B)) = ssid Time out
half(length(B <> A))
halfplus2 half(X + Y ) = half(Y +X) ssid 8899600
identrm X  s(0) = X 4204
infl1lswap lswap(0; 1) = inflist(0; idnat; flip) 15284
lappnill nil <>l L = L 3995
lconsta map(F; lconst(M)) = lconst(F (M)) 4884
lconstaddl addl(lconst(M); lconst(N)) = 5174
lconst(M +N)
lconstapp lconst(M) = lconst(M) <> L 4538
lconsteven lconst(T ) = map(even; jump(0; s(s(0)))) evlem 18986
lconstiter lconst(iter(F;F (M))) = 17608
lconst(map(F; iter(F;M)))
lconstzz lconst(N) = zigzag(lconst(N) :: nil; nil; nil) 16140
lenlcit length(lconst(M)) = length(iter(F;N)) 4924
lenlconst 1 = length(lconst(M)) 3603
lenmapcar length(map(F;L)) = length(L) 6619
lplus0r N +l 0 = N 3861
ltms2right X l s(Y ) = X +l X l Y 77335
mergedrop merge(merge(evenl(A);evenl(B)); E2
drop(s(s(0));merge(oddl(A); oddl(B)))) =
drop(s(s(0)); zigzag(A :: B :: nil; nil; nil))
mergeolel merge(oddl(L); evenl(L)) = L 48124
minusp pred(X −l Y ) = pred(X)−l Y 34936
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map2thm map2(F;map2(G;L)) = map2(F G;L) 31843
mapaddl addl(L;L) = map(double;L) 88834
mapcarapp map(F;L1 <> L2) = 16732
map(F;L1) <> map(F;L2)
maplconst map(m:L <> m; lconst(M)) = 6747
lconst(L <> M)
natmap jump(0; s(0)) = 0 :: map(s; jump(0; s(0))) 34637
parityeven even(N)) parity(T;L) = numparity(N;L) 43767
pluslplus A+l B = B +A 246904
plus1right X + 0 = X 3260
replacels replace(A;B; lswap(A;B)) = lconst(A) 19930
tconstts tconst(M) = tswap(M;M) 4090
ticktock tick = map(flip; tock) 11172
tms2right X  s(Y ) = X +X  Y 175642
timesltimes X  Y = X l Y Time out
zerotimes2 X = 0 _ Y = 0) X  Y = 0 E1
B.4. Lemmata
B.4.1. Standard Lemmata
These are all special cases of the rules:
f0(X) = X
f s(N)(X) = f(fN(X))
fN(c(X)) = g(fN (X))
where c is a constructor and f and g are functions.
Name Lemmata
conapn (:: (H))0(X) = X
(:: (H))s(N)(X) = H :: ((:: (H))N(X))
conslem1 (:: (X))N(H :: T ) = X :: ((:: (X))N(T ))
hitlem1 (map(F ))N(map(F;X)) = map(F; (map(F ))N(X))
idnatapn idnatN(0) = 0
idnatN(s(X)) = s(idnatN(X))
mapapn (map(F ))N(nil) = nil
(map(F ))N(H :: T ) = FN(H) :: (map(F ))N(T )
plusapn (+A)N(0) = N  A
(+A)N(s(X)) = s((+A)N(X))
plusapn2thm (+X)N(X + Y ) = X + ((+X)N(Y ))
(  )N F 0(X) = X
(repeat apply) F s(N)(X) = F (FN(X))
sapn s0(X) = X
ss(N)(X) = s(sN(X))
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sapn2thm sN (s(X)) = s(sN(X))
ssapn (s  s)0(X) = X
(s  s)s(N)(X) = s(s((s  s)N(X))
ssapn2thm (s  s)N (s(s(X))) = s(s((s  s)N(X)))
timesapn (0)N (X) = 0
((s(X)))N (Y ) = ((+Y )N (X  Y )) + ((X)N (Y ))
timesapn2thm (X)s(N)(Y ) = X  ((X)N (Y ))
It should be noted that some of these lemmata are not actually theorems
(e.g. conslem1). These were only used when the list was contained by a length
function so the actual value of the head was not important. This simplifying
assumption was used to avoid having to provide a large number of such lemmata
for, say, length(L), length(map(F;L)) etc. etc. However this does highlight the
need for a lemma speculation critic where accurate lemmata could be speculated
as needed rather than having to be supplied by hand.
B.4.2. Other Lemmata
Name Lemma Name Lemma
cmpfun hF (G(X)); F G(X)i 2 evlem hT; even((s  s)N(0))i 2
evlem2 h?; even(s((s  s)N(0)))i 2 oddlem h?; odd((s  s)N (0))i 2
oddlem2 hT; odd(s((s  s)N (0)))i 2 ssid s(s(X)) = s(s(X))
